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Uniform Sourcing Rule for Services
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SSUTA Section 310
1.

Over the counter sales are sourced to the business location of the seller
where the sale occurs.

2.

If not over the counter sale, sale is sourced to location where receipt
occurs (which can be multiple locations).

3.

When (1) and (2) do not apply, the sale is sourced to the location indicated
by an address for the Purchaser that is available from the business records
of the Seller that are maintained in the ordinary course of business when
use of this address does not constitute bad faith.

4.

When (1), (2), and (3) do not apply, the sale is sourced to the location
indicated by an address for the Purchaser obtained during the
consummation of the sale, including the address of a Purchaser's payment
instrument, if no other address is available, when this address does not
constitute bad faith.

5.

When none of the previous rules apply, then the location is determined by
the address from which the prewritten software was shipped or, if delivered
electronically, was first available for transmission by the Seller.
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SSUTA Section 311
For purposes of Section 310 and the taxation
of services, the terms receive and receipt
mean:
– Making first use of services
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SSUTA Sourcing of Services
Considerations
– How did we get here?
• Subparagraph (c)(1)(7) of origin sourcing alternative

– What services are currently taxed by SST states?
– Categorization of services:
• Services to TPP
• Services related to TPP
• Other services
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Proposed Regime
Rule 311.1 – Receipt of Services Generally
– Overview
• Follow the sourcing regime of Section 310

– Defines where receipt occurs
• The location where the purchaser can make first use of the
service
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Proposed Regime
Rule 311.2
– Services to TPP
• Applicable where service provider is performing a service to
TPP belonging to the purchaser

– Examples include:
•
•
•
•

Repair, calibration and maintenance
Painting or refinishing
Washing or cleaning
Animal care
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Proposed Regime
Rule 311.3
– Services with respect to TPP
• Proposed break out due to discussion related to monitoring
services
– What facts are known by the seller

– Examples include:
• Testing or inspecting
• Appraisals
• Monitoring

– First Use of Service
• In the case of a service where the primary result of the
service is a report, the sale is sourced to where the
purchaser receives and can make first use of the report
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Proposed Regime
Issues
– Examples are too simple and straight forward
• Focus has been principally on B2C transactions
• Examples do not cover multi-state contracts
• Examples do not cover remote services, with one exception,
which is receiving a significant amount of debate
• Examples do not contemplate reports received in digital form
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Compensation of Sellers
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Compensation of Sellers
Why is Vendor Compensation Needed?
– Always part of the bargain for business cooperation
with the early SSTP
– Compensation eliminates the need for or offsets a
higher small seller exception
– Recognizes sellers as “tax collection agents” and puts
sellers in similar cost-offset position to states who
collect on behalf of locals
– Treats all sellers the same – Level Playing Field
– Creates incentive for the SSTGB to continue pursuit
of simplified/cost-free system
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Compensation of Sellers
Background on Compensation:
– Since 1999, whatever costs were not removed, states
agreed to pay – postpone until after progress of SSTP
– Vendor Compensation not seriously addressed until
June 2008
– JCCS (2006) used as baseline – states balk at results
– Hurdles:
• Apply to all sellers? (remote and nexus sellers)
• How much detail – and where is it?
• Timing, Caps, Size of State, Size of Retailer
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Compensation of Sellers
Resolved Compensation Issues:
– CSP model compensated according to contract
– A requirement in federal bill; details in Agreement
Applies to all sellers *
Outstanding Issues:
–
–
–
–

What is “reasonable compensation?”
Timing, Caps, Size of State and Sellers
How much $ cost states; how much $ sellers get
Firm commitment from SSTGB
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Compensation of Sellers
Where is Vendor Compensation Today?
– 3-4 proposals considered for federal bill since April
2008
– State budgets problems complicate negotiations
– More important to business than ever before, as it has
a direct impact on:
•
•
•
•

Small Seller Issue
Governance Issues
Trust in the SSTGB
Promise of more simplifications
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Compliance Issues
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Compliance Issues

States’ Compliance Issues
– The GB does not want to lose member states
• Impacts their momentum towards federal legislation
– Compliance reviews are performed by other states, who are not
familiar with laws in other states, but only their own state’s laws
– Subjective determination of what is “substantial compliance”
• Substantial compliance with each requirement of the
Agreement
• What is “material” for substantial compliance
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Compliance Issues

General Issues in Conducting Compliance Reviews
– No reliable standard – Compliance checklist leaves too much room
for error
– In essence, States are policing themselves
– Business community has limited resources – business cannot
conduct extensive compliance reviews
• Issues are now being identified on a issue by issue basis
based on businesses currently encountering problems in each
state (reactive rather than proactive)
• States are resistant to making changes –
– Claim lack of funds or
– State does not feel compliance issue is “material” or
– State’s legislators don’t want to constantly address SSUTA
issues
18
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Compliance Issues

States in Which Problems Have Been Identified
– Indiana
• Sellers’ relief for taxability matrix or rate errors and lacking certain
definitions
– Iowa
• Sales price (bundling) and telecommunication definitions
– Kentucky
• Sourcing of digital goods
– New Jersey
• Replacement fur tax
– Nevada
• Current ACH Credit issue – prior issues with exemption certificates
– Tennessee
• Continuous delays, unknown compliance
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Compliance Issues

Changes to Annual Compliance Rule, Rule 905 (renumbered to Rule 803)
– Review Timeline
• States must file recertification document by August 1st each year
stating whether or not they are compliant with the Agreement as of
that date
– Must list law and regulatory changes since prior year to remain in
compliance, include updated taxability matrix, disclose any
compliance issues and actions to remedy, and list any
administrative or judicial decisions that impact compliance
• CRIC receives SSUTA GB Staff report by Sept. 30th and starts 30 day
public notice period for the states and the public to comment
• Additional 10 day period provided for states and public to comment to
public comments during the 30 day period
• CRIC to complete review process and issue its report by Nov. 30th to
give GB chance to vote on compliance before the year ends
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Compliance Issues

Changes to Annual Compliance Rule, Rule 905 (renumbered to Rule 803)
– Review Procedures
• Each state presumed to be in compliance, however, if documentation by CRIC
or the public indicates a state is not in compliance, that state has an
affirmative duty to explain how it is in compliance
– No affirmative duty to respond if compliance issue against the state was
previously not found to be a compliance issue by the Governing Board;
however, CRIC and the Governing Board must still consider
documentation to determine if there is a compliance issue
• A state cannot make verbal statements that it will comply with the Agreement,
it must have legislation, a regulation, or a written policy (posted on its website)
• Prior rule only allowed the Governing Board to vote on a state’s compliance if
CRIC found the state out of compliance – rule amended to now allow a state
not found out of compliance by CRIC to be subject to a compliance vote by
motion (the BAC can make such a motion)
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Compliance Issues
Compliance Issues Related to Uniformity/Simplification
– BAC trying to achieve more uniformity and simplification
• Direct pay – expand provision to all member states
• Advance payments – only allow one payment that must reflect reasonable
estimate of tax owed up to adv. payment date
• Provide set date amendments to the Agreement must be filed
• Provide uniform treatment for extending due dates for filing returns, making
payments, etc. when such a date falls on a federal holiday or a weekend
• Amend bylaws to address “excessive absence” by a committee members, not
allow a committee members to give their proxies to vote to others, increase
legislators participation
• Require states post SSUTA exemption certificate and keep it current
• Refund periods – same as normal period to assess additional tax
• Net tax due on audits for determining penalties and interest
• Sanctions rule for states found out of compliance
• Clarify tax administered at state level (not state and local)
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Questions?
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DRAFT SOURING RULES

SST Rule 311.1 - Draft 7
February 10, 2010
Rule 311.1 – Receipt of Services Generally.
A. Except as otherwise provided in the Streamlined Sales and Use Tax Agreement,
sellers of services are to source the sales of those services under the general destination
sourcing regime of section 310A of the Agreement. Section 310A.1 provides that in
cases where the service is received by the purchaser at a location of the seller, the seller is
to source the service to that location under section 310A.1 of the Agreement. If the
purchaser receives the service at any other location, and that location is known to the
seller, the sale of the service is sourced to that location. If the location of receipt by the
purchaser is unknown to the seller of the service, the seller should source the service
according to the provisions of section 310A.3, 4 or 5 of the Agreement as appropriate.
B. In determining whether to apply the provisions of sections 310A.1 and 310A.2 to a
sale of a service, it is necessary to determine the location where the service is “received”
by the purchaser. Section 311B of the Agreement defines “receive” and “receipt” with
regard to sales of services as, “Making first use of services.” For purposes of applying
this definition, the location (or locations) where the purchaser can first make use of the
result of the service is the location (or locations) of the “receipt” of the service. The
location where the seller performs the service is not determinative of the location where
the purchaser “receives” the service.
C. This rule and subsequent rules in the 311. sequence, clarify the application of the
definition of “receive” or “receipt” to various categories of services to assist sellers of
services in applying the sourcing provisions of sections 310A.1 and 310A.2 to those
services. The provisions of these rules do not affect the obligations of a purchaser or
lessee to remit tax on the use of the service to the tax jurisdiction of that use.

Rule 311.2 – Draft 12
February 10, 2010
Rule 311.2 – Receipt of Services To or With Respect to Tangible Personal Property
A. 1.A transaction where a service provider is performing a service on tangible personal
property belonging to the purchaser of the service is a “service to tangible personal
property. In the case of a service to tangible personal property, some activity is
performed on the property to change some aspect of the property, such as its appearance
or function and the serviced property is then returned to the purchaser of the service.
2. Examples of services to tangible personal property include, but are not limited to:
a. Repair, calibration or maintenance of tangible personal property;
b. Painting or refinishing tangible personal property, including motor vehicle painting or
detailing;
c. Washing or cleaning tangible personal property, including laundry or dry cleaning
services, and motor vehicle washing services;
d. Animal care, including veterinary services and animal grooming services.
B. Except as otherwise provided in the Streamlined Sales and Use Tax Agreement or the
rules adopted by the Governing Board, a service to tangible personal property is received,
within the meaning of section 311B of the Agreement, at the location where the customer
can make first use of the tangible personal property on which the seller performed the
service. For practical purposes, this should be the same location where, if the transaction
were a sale of the tangible personal property involved, the purchaser received the
property.
C. The following examples illustrate the proper determination of the location of “receipt”
for services to tangible personal property.
1. Repair or maintenance of tangible personal property
a. A resident of State A takes his lawnmower to a repair shop in State B to have the
engine serviced and the blades sharpened. When the lawnmower is ready, the owner
picks it up at the repair shop. The repair service is received at the repair shop location in
State B since the owner first has possession of the repaired item there and at that point
can make use of the lawnmower. The shop owner should source the repair transaction to
State B under the provisions of Section 310.A.1 of the Agreement.
b. Same facts as in Example C.1.a above except that the repair shop delivers the repaired
lawnmower to the owner’s residence in State A. In this case, the owner receives the
service at the location where the lawnmower is delivered since that is the point at which
he can first make use of the lawnmower. The repair shop owner should source this repair
transaction to State A according to the provisions of Section 310.A.2 of the Agreement.

Rule 311.2 – Draft 12
February 10, 2010
c. A resident of County Z needs her clothes dryer repaired. She contacts an appliance
repair service located in County Y. The repair service sends a technician to her home to
make the needed repairs. The owner receives the repair service at her home in County Z
since the repaired dryer is first available for use at that location. The repair service
company would source this transaction to County Z under the provisions of Section
310.A.2 of the Agreement.
d. A manufacturer in State A uses gauges in its production process to assure its product
meets specifications. Periodically, the manufacturer ships the gauges to a laboratory in
State B to verify that they are producing proper measurements. The laboratory tests the
gauges and, if necessary, adjusts the calibration on the gauges. The gauges are then
shipped back to the manufacturer’s location in State A. The manufacturer makes first use
of the testing service at the location where it receives and can first make use of the tested
and recalibrated gauges. The laboratory should source the transaction to the location of
the manufacturer in State A according to the provisions of Section 310.A.2 of the
Agreement. If, on the other hand, the manufacturer picks up the calibrated gauges from
the testing laboratory in State B, the laboratory should source the transaction to its
business location in State B according to the provisions of Section 310.A.1.

2. Painting or refinishing tangible personal property.
a. A law office in County Y has some antique bookcases it wishes to have refinished.
The bookcases are picked up by a refinisher and taken to his shop in County Z. The
refinished bookcases are then delivered to the law office. The refinishing service is
received by the law office where it has first use of the refinished bookcases. The
refinisher should source the transaction to the location of the law office in County Y
according to the provisions of Section 310.A.2 of the Agreement. If, instead, the law
office sends one of its employees to the refinisher to pick up the refinished bookcases, the
refinisher would source the sale to its business location in County Z according to the
provisions of Section 310.A.1 of the Agreement.

b. A business hires a painter to paint several file cabinets. The painter does the painting
on site at the purchaser’s office location. The purchaser makes first use of the service at
its office where it obtains first use of the painted file cabinets. The painter should source
the transaction to the purchaser’s office location according to the provisions of Section
310.A.2 of the Agreement.
3. Cleaning tangible personal property.
a. An individual takes laundry to a dry cleaner’s store. After the clothing is cleaned, the
purchaser returns to the dry cleaner to pick up the clothing. The purchaser makes first
use of the dry cleaning service at the dry cleaner’s store where the purchaser receives the
cleaned clothes. The dry cleaner should source the transaction to the location of the store
according to the provisions of Section 310.A.1 of the Agreement.
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b. An automobile is delivered to a car wash. The car wash operator cleans the automobile
while the owner waits at the facility. When the automobile is cleaned, it is returned to the
owner. The purchaser makes first use of the car washing service when he receives the
cleaned automobile at the car wash. The car wash operator should source the transaction
to the location of the car wash according to the provisions of Section 310.A.1 of the
Agreement.
4. Animal care services.
a. A farmer in State A hires a veterinarian located in State B to inoculate the farmer’s
cattle. The veterinarian performs the inoculations at the farm in State A. The farmer
makes first use of the service at the location where the cattle are inoculated in State A.
The veterinarian should source the transaction to the farmer’s location in State A
according to the provisions of Section 310.A.2 of the Agreement.
b. A pet owner in County Y takes his pet to a veterinarian in County Z for treatment. The
treatment is performed at the veterinarian’s office in County Z. The owner receives the
treated pet at the veterinarian’s office. The veterinarian should source the sale to County
Z according to the provisions of Section 310.A.1 of the Agreement.
c. Same facts as in example C.6.b above except that the veterinarian has an employee
deliver the treated pet to the owner at the owner’s home. In this case, the owner receives
the treated pet at his home in County Y. The veterinarian should source the transaction to
County Y according to the provisions of Section 310.A.2 of the Agreement.
d. A pet owner hires a mobile pet washing service to come to his home in County Y and
bathe his dog. After being bathed and groomed the dog is returned to the owner at his
home. The service is received where the bathed and groomed dog is returned to the owner.
The pet washing service should source the transaction to the pet owner’s home in County
Y according to the provisions of Section 310.A.2 of the Agreement.

Rule 311.3 – v1
February 10, 2010
Rule 311.3 – Receipt of Services With Respect to Tangible Personal Property
A. 1. A transaction where a service provider is performing a service related to tangible
personal property belonging to the purchaser of the service is a “service with respect to
tangible personal property.” In the case of a service with respect to tangible personal
property, some aspect of the tangible personal property is being evaluated or monitored to
ascertain its quality, value, or proper function.
2. Examples of services with respect to tangible personal property include, but are not
limited to:
a. Testing or inspection, of tangible personal property;
b. Appraisal of tangible personal property;
c. Monitoring of tangible personal property.
B. Except as otherwise provided in the Streamlined Sales and Use Tax Agreement or the
rules adopted by the Governing Board, a service with respect to tangible personal
property is received, within the meaning of section 311B of the Agreement, at the
location where the result of the service is received. If the primary result of a service with
respect to property is the preparation and delivery of a report, the service is received at
the location where the purchaser receives and can make first use of the information
contained in the report. If the primary result of the service is not a report, the service is
received at the location of the property with respect to which the service is performed.
C. The following examples illustrate the proper determination of the location of “receipt”
for services with respect to tangible personal property.
1, Testing or inspection of tangible personal property.
a. A manufacturer periodically sends samples of the product produced at its plant in State
A to a laboratory for testing. The testing process destroys the sample in order to
determine certain properties of the product. The laboratory sends a report on the results
of the testing to the manufacturer’s office in State B and disposes of any remains of the
product. The manufacturer receives the testing service at its office where it receives the
laboratory report and can make first use of the results of the testing service. The
laboratory should source the transaction to the location of the manufacturer’s office in
State B according to the provisions of Section 310.A.2 of the Agreement.
b. A food product manufacturer located in State A hires a testing lab located in State B to
test the grain the manufacturer uses in making its product. An employee of the testing
services goes to the manufacturer’s location, gathers grain samples and takes them back
to the lab for analysis. A report is then written and mailed to the manufacturer’s
business address in State A. The manufacturer receives the service where it receives the
report. The testing lab should source the transaction to the manufacturer’s location in
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State A where the report was mailed, according to the provisions of Section 310.A.2 of
the Agreement.
c. Same facts as in example D.1.b. above except the report is emailed to the customer. In
this case, the manufacturer receives the emailed report at its headquarters location in
State B. If the seller knows the location where the emailed report is received, the sale
should be sourced to that location pursuant to Section 310.A.2 of the Agreement. If the
seller does not know the location where the emailed report is received, the seller should
source the sale under the applicable provisions of section 310A.3, A.4, or A.5 of the
Agreement
2. Appraisal of tangible personal property.
a. A resident in county Y takes several items of jewelry to an appraiser in County Z.
When the appraisal is completed, the purchaser picks up the jewelry and the appraisal
report at the appraiser’s office. The purchaser makes first use of the service at the
appraiser’s office where the appraised jewelry and appraisal report are received by the
purchaser and the purchaser can make first use of the service. The appraiser should
source the transaction to County Z according to the provisions of Section 310.A.1 of the
Agreement.
b. An appraiser performs an appraisal of antique furniture owned by the purchaser at a
storage facility in County Y where the customer keeps it. The appraiser returns to his
office and completes the appraisal report. The appraiser subsequently mails the appraisal
report according to instructions received from the purchaser to an address in County Z.
The purchaser receives the service at the address in County Z where the appraisal report
is delivered to the purchaser and the purchaser can make first use of the appraisal service.
The appraiser should source that transaction to County Z according to the provisions of
Section 310.A.2 of the Agreement.
3. Monitoring of tangible personal property.
a. A service provider is engaged by a large multi-state customer to remotely monitor its
equipment located in all fifty states from the service provider's monitoring center located
in State A. The customer has engaged the service provider to perform remote monitoring
service of its equipment to ensure the customer's equipment is properly working and to
notify the customer if the equipment is not working correctly. The service provider will
call third party vendors on behalf of the customer to take corrective action for equipment
that is not working correctly. The multi-state customer is required to provide the service
provider the full street address location of the equipment that is being monitored. The
contract states that a single charge will be billed for this monitoring service. The multistate customer makes first use of the service simultaneously at each location of the
equipment being monitored. The service provider should use a consistent reasonable
method to allocate the single charge among the various taxing jurisdictions where the
equipment being monitored is located. The appropriate state and local taxes should be
calculated for and sourced to each location according to the provisions of Section
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310.A.2.of the Agreement. The sale is sourced to state A, only to the extent the customer
has equipment in state A that is to be monitored by seller. The location of seller's
monitoring center is not relevant in determining how to source the sale.
b. Same facts as in Example C.7.a above except that the seller has multiple monitoring
centers. The sale should be sourced the same as in the example above. The locations of
the seller's monitoring centers are not relevant.

COMPLIANCE ISSUES

